
Title slide for presentation on Pacemaker Diagnostics, a comparison of
the various diagnostic features available from multiple different
manufacturers. This series will NOT present absolutely every possible
iteration and feature of every device as this is simply not feasible but it
will provide an overview of the major features and capabilities of the
larger manufacturers. Where possible, I have attempted to use recent
printouts from the current devices but this will quickly become outdated.
These slides were all obtained from patients whom I have cared for.
The commentary reflects the author’s understanding of the various
capabilities of these systems. Any inaccuracies are mine alone.
These printouts are provided as a service to individuals with an interest
in this field simply to increase an awareness of the various diagnostic
capabilities that presently exist. Some of the commentary reflect my
personal experience with the various diagnostic feature and counters Itpersonal experience with the various diagnostic feature and counters. It
is rare that a single diagnostic is adequate for the patient. Each has its
own strengths and weaknesses - each tend to compliment the others
and are best used in conjunction with one another to facilitate an
understanding of the behavior of the pacing system in each patient.
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Observations with respect to AV delay
First examine the complexes associated with loss of ventricular capture.
The atrial output induces an atrial depolarization. However, there is
significant latency between the atrial stimulus and the atrial evoked
response. It measures almost 80 ms. At a programmed AV delay of
150 ms, that means that the P wave effectively starts 70 milliseconds in
front of the paced QRS.
Now turn to the left side of the rhythm strip. The up-slope of the QRS
complex that would normally be labeled an initial R wave is identified by
a red arrow . This is really the first part of the P wave. The blue line
aligning with the ventricular output marker identifies the start of the QRS
which occurs after this “R” wave.
There is normally a delay between electrical activation of the atrium andy y
mechanical contraction. In addition, with pacing from the Right Atrium,
there is a further delay associated with the need to conduct the atrial
depolarization from the RA to the LA. In all likelihood, at very short AV
delays, the left atrial contraction will coincide with the LV contraction
precluding any benefit from atrial transport. Although patients with a
failing heart function on a flattened Starling or Ventricular Function

th l d littl bit f h l th t idcurve, they commonly need every little bit of help that we can provide.
In this case, it is to maintain optimal atrial transport to maximize
ventricular filling.

















Assuming that LV capture is maintained and the device is functioning properly, 
QuickOpt is your opportunity to convert non-responders and to improve the 
outcomes of patients who do respond to CRT therapy



In this study by O’Donnell, appearing in PACE in 2005, you can see that the 
question of whether timing cycles change over time is answered.  

In some patients, the timing cycles began to change in a little as 24 hours and 
as often as every two to three weeks.  As you can see, the VV delays appear 
to get shorter while the AV delays tend to get longer.  

In this group of 63 patients, only three (less than 5%) of the patients were 
unchanged.  18 patients needed adjustment at every follow up with VV delays 
being changed 73 times in 27 patients and AV delays being changed 43 times 
in 21 patients over a 9 month period.






















































































